MANAGED HOSTING OF DEV-TOOLS
AND WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER IT?
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Addteq is one of the top 5 Platinum Atlassian Partners.
A global organization that combines efficiency and
technical expertise to provide innovative results within
the software development lifecycle.
Ten+ years delivering software services and grown to
150 employees over a global footprint.

LOCATIONS

Headquarters, Princeton, NJ with additional offices in
NYC, LA, India and Singapore

PARTNERS

Hidden costs of self hosting dev-tools

Organizations may not be aware of the not so obvious
costs of hosting and managing critical tools they rely
on for day to day needs.

$30,000/HR
DOWNTIME
Based on $60/hr* for average U.S. IT
resource in a 500 users organization.

$28,800/YR
UPGRADE
Based on 480 hours estimate for upgrading
JIRA, Confluence and Bitbucket twice a year.

$124,800/YR
MAINTAINANCE
One resource responsible full time.

WHAT IS CODEFACTORI?
Codefactori is a complete solution for software
development teams. Addteq wants software teams to
be free of restrictions, outages, and other obstacles
that stifle productivity and innovation.
With a fully managed, hosted, and customizable
software environment, development teams will be
able to work the way they want to, not restricted by
their tools. Codefactori, coupled with Addteq's
DevOps professional services, provide software teams
critical insights and techniques on optimizing their
release process.

CODEFACTORI: KEY FEATURES

MANAGE COSTS
Codefactori is fully managed and hosted.
Eliminate capital expenditure costs of
hardware, data centers, and payroll for
regular maintenance and upgrades.

SECURITY

SCALE SEAMLESSLY
This allows software teams the flexibility to
work efficiently without managing their
infrastructure.
Includes
integrations,
custom workflows, automated post functions, and triggers.

RELIABILITY

Codefactori provides enterprise grade
security and is designed to ensure the
highest level of protection of your data. All
communications between the user and
Codefactori are over SSL and all applications running on Codefactori are always
kept up to date with the Security Advisory.

Applications running on Codefactori are
monitored 24/7. Backups are taken every
30 minutes and stored in a separate geographical location with full encryption.
Codefactori has 99.99% uptime with 30
min RPO and 2 hours RTO.

SIGN UP FOR A FREE CONSULTATION!

www.codefactori.com

